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Authors’ abstract

Few residency training programmes explicitly require substantive exposure to issues in medical ethics and fewer still have a formal curriculum in this area. Traditional undergraduate medical ethics courses teach preclinical students to identify ethical issues and analyse them at a theoretical level. Residency training, however, is the ideal time to establish the critical behavioural link which makes ethics truly useful in clinical medicine. The General Internal Medicine Residency Training Program at Rhode Island Hospital has developed an integrated, three-year curriculum with the goals of helping residents to perceive ethical issues in clinical practice, to utilise basic philosophical principles in resolving ethical dilemmas and to communicate these issues clearly and sensitively to patients. The curriculum has been well received by residents and has had a hospital-wide impact. We believe that training residents in medical ethics and communication skills is an effective approach to developing physicians’ humane qualities.

Introduction

Perhaps in response to increasing complaints about the technological bias of medical education, the number of medical schools with course offerings in medical ethics in the humanities grew from 12 pilot programmes in 1972 to 89 in 1980 (1). These traditional undergraduate medical ethics programmes teach preclinical students to identify ethical issues and analyse them on a theoretical level. Too often, however, the theoretical information taught in these courses is not utilised when these students become clinical clerks and residents. Without frequent reinforcement, a student’s attention to these critical issues declines after medical school (2). If training in the ethical dimensions of medicine is absent in the formative years of residency training (when young clinicians develop enduring practice styles), physicians are likely to conclude that ethical analysis is peripheral to the real work of medicine.

More importantly, they will use only their intuition to confront difficult ethical issues in clinical practice, when more powerful and reliable tools exist.

Although internal medicine residency programmes rarely require formal training in medical ethics or in the communication skills necessary for a proper doctor-patient relationship, residency training provides a unique opportunity to demonstrate the practical contributions of medical ethics to clinical practice (3). Faced with direct patient care responsibility for the first time, residents are usually quite receptive to learning how to manage ethical problems. Moreover, residents have acquired the expertise necessary to place ethical issues in proper perspective as well as to appreciate fully their diagnostic and therapeutic implications. Yet it is still early enough in their careers for ethics programmes to have a profound and lasting impact. Formal training in clinical ethics during the residency years is thus likely to offer the best opportunity to ensure that future practising physicians will understand and be able to incorporate the concepts and analytic methods of medical ethics into clinical care.

To give internal medicine residents the cognitive skills necessary to deal with ethical dilemmas, the General Internal Medicine Residency Training Program at Rhode Island Hospital has designed a three-year curriculum in medical ethics. The programme features a unique integration of ethical theory and communication skills (4). We report here the first four years of our experience to assist other residency programmes in developing similar curricula.

Curricular goals

The authors designed a clinical ethics curriculum to help residents in the General Internal Medicine Residency Training Program at Rhode Island Hospital address the ethical issues that arise in primary care internal medicine. The programme’s goal was not to develop moral philosophers, but to help clinicians apply the principles of medical ethics to their daily clinical practice. To accomplish this goal, all residents are required to meet the following objectives:

1. Recognise the ethical implications of both inpatient and outpatient clinical cases. This requires that
residents be attentive to the moral dimensions of a clinical situation and that they have a basic understanding of ethical concepts.

2. Apply ethical concepts and decision-making procedures to arrive at a well-rounded clinical strategy.

3. Communicate sensitively with patients and other health professionals about these ethical concepts and proposed management plans.

Accomplishing these objectives requires training in both medical ethics and communication skills. The discipline of medical ethics offers the cognitive framework necessary to help residents systematically analyse ethical problems (objectives 1 and 2). However, for training in ethical theory to be useful it must help clinicians solve the ethical problems that arise in clinical care. Ethical theory is best taught, not for its own sake, but as an analytical tool to help resolve clinical problems (5). Moreover, cognitive training in medical ethics alone is not sufficient to produce humane physicians. While able to foster awareness, impart factual knowledge, and encourage critical analysis, training in medical ethics may not by itself change behaviour (6). Even the clearest understanding of an ethical concept, such as informed consent, has little clinical value without the behavioural skills required to converse clearly and sensitively with patients (objective 3). Teaching communication skills is directed towards improving these humane behaviours. While ethics helps one decide what to say, communication skills are necessary in order to learn how to express one’s thoughts clearly and in a sensitive manner. Together, medical ethics and communication skills provide the necessary foundation for managing medicine’s ethical dimensions.

Curriculum

The General Internal Medicine Residency Program at Rhode Island Hospital has developed a three-year, multidisciplinary programme in medical ethics designed to fulfil the above objectives. The curriculum is divided into two overlapping components:

A. GENERAL CONCEPTS

This phase of our curriculum has been in place since 1984. A core of ten structured sessions in the first two years of residency training were developed to give residents the necessary observational, cognitive, and behavioural skills. The sessions take place during the residents’ month-long ambulatory (outpatient) block. Separated from the exhausting schedule of inpatient medical care, the ambulatory block is a period during which residents focus exclusively on ambulatory medicine and the psychosocial aspects of health care. Scheduling these sessions when residents are neither sleep-deprived nor distracted by the demands of hospitalised patients allows residents to read, concentrate, and thoughtfully reflect on ethical issues.

Behaviourally defined objectives that apply curricular goals to common ethical situations are distributed prior to each session. These objectives, modified from recommendations of the Decamp Conference on the Teaching of Medical Ethics, cover major ethical issues in internal medicine such as the goals of medicine, informed consent, care of the terminally ill, confidentiality, truth telling, and distribution of health care (7) (Table 1). Many of the objectives may seem to imply there are non-controversial, ‘correct’ answers to all major moral conflicts in medicine. That interpretation, of course, is not the case. Throughout the curriculum, an effort is made to deepen residents’ understanding of the sources of ethical disagreement to help them deal more effectively with value conflicts.

1. Seminars in medical ethics

The format of these sessions emphasises group discussions and role-playing rather than didactic lectures, to encourage residents’ participation. Individual sessions are taught by a team that includes a physician, a philosopher with special expertise in medical ethics and a medical communications specialist. Background readings which summarise the salient ethical and clinical points are distributed prior to the session. A philosopher opens each session with a brief overview of the ethical issues raised in the readings. A specific case, drawn from either medical literature or a resident’s own caseload, is then presented and discussed. For example, during the session on confidentiality the following case is used:

William M, a 37-year-old man, comes to you for a pre-employment physical (medical examination) that is required as part of the company’s health insurance programme. He brings you a form which you are to fill out documenting his physical problems and any known medical problems. During the history you find out he is a homosexual and that he recently gave blood but was later called by the blood bank and told his blood cannot be used and that he should not give blood in the future. What should you do?

Residents are asked to choose, and then justify, a particular course of action to other session participants. Often, residents request extra information. They are asked to explain why such information is necessary and how it might change one’s behaviour. For example, some residents point out the importance of knowing why the blood was rejected. They may try to justify reporting chronic hepatitis but not reporting a positive HIV test (or vice versa). To emphasise the role of uncertainty in clinical decision-making, residents may be asked to make choices based upon incomplete information, for example, if the patient refuses to authorise a phone call to the blood bank. The goal of the discussion is not for the residents to arrive at a ‘correct’ decision, but to improve the residents’ ability to identify the value conflict involved, to propose and justify possible solutions to these conflicts, and to explain how any solution might be
### Table 1. Curricular plan and objectives

#### I. Decision-making regarding life-sustaining measures

A. Conceptual issues: At the end of the session the resident should be able to:
   - Discuss the value of the following moral distinctions in guiding decision-making regarding life-sustaining treatments: action v omission; withholding v withdrawing treatment; killing v allowing to die; ordinary v extraordinary treatment.

B. Policy Issues: At the end of the session the resident should be able to:
   1) Counsel patients regarding the use of advance directives. 2) Critically evaluate a hospital’s policy on limiting resuscitation. 3) Describe the steps involved in limiting treatment of competent patients. 4) Describe the notion of proxy consent and when it is justified.

C. Communication issues in counselling patients regarding life-sustaining treatment: At the end of the session the resident should be able to: 1) Describe the complexity involved in discussion prognosis. 2) List psychological issues that can interfere with ethical decision-making in cases of terminally ill patients. 3) Clearly and sensitively communicate prognosis and therapeutic options with a terminally ill patient. 4) Clearly and sensitively discuss therapeutic options with an incompetent patient’s family.

#### II. Informed consent

A. The goals of medicine: At the end of the session the resident should be able to:
   1) Discuss the different goals of medicine and their effect on the doctor-patient relationship. 2) Explain his/her views about the proper relationship(s) between doctor and patient. 3) Define health and disease and discuss his/her definition’s implications for the doctor-patient relationship.

B. The necessary conditions for informed consent: At the end of the session the resident should be able to:
   1) State the conditions that are necessary for informed consent. 2) Discuss the notion of competency and its role in informed consent. Justify his/her conception of competency and apply it in clinical practice. 3) Discuss the nature and scope of disclosure necessary for informed consent. 4) Describe justifications for the use of therapeutic privilege.

C. The role of communication in informed consent: At the end of the session the resident should be able to:
   1) Clearly communicate information regarding treatment options, uncertainty and prognosis. 2) Distinguish manipulation and coercion from informed consent. 3) List the barriers to informed consent and suggest solutions.

#### III. Truth telling

At the end of the session the resident should be able to:
A. Discuss the ethical issues raised by the obligation to be truthful.
B. Describe and discuss cases in which withholding information may be justified.

#### IV. Distributive justice

At the end of the session the resident should be able to:
A. Discuss basic economic facts about health care costs.
B. Describe the value conflicts involved in allocating scarce resources.
C. Discuss the practical and ethical advantages and disadvantages of cost control efforts such as Diagnosis Related Groups (DRGs), external regulation of physicians, financial incentives for physicians, and diagnostic/treatment protocols.
D. Apply the concepts of distributive justice to reach decisions about the allocation of resources in specific cases.

#### V. Confidentiality

At the end of the session the resident should be able to:
A. Decide when it is morally justified to breach confidentiality. And should:
B. Be familiar with the legal ramifications of Rhode Island laws regarding confidentiality.

#### VI. Residents’ cases

At the end of the session the resident should be able critically to analyse the ethical implications of a case using the justifications learned in earlier sessions.
discussed or negotiated with the patient or other relevant parties.

An attending physician (roughly speaking, an independent practitioner with admitting privileges to the hospital concerned), either from the academic staff or a private practitioner, attends each session. This physician is asked to comment on each case's relevance to daily practice, on the practical obstacles to fulfilling ethical ideals and on the way he deals with ethical issues. The involvement of attending physicians helps to ensure that discussions are clinically based and practically orientated. Furthermore, because these physicians are role models for house staff, their participation underscores the importance of the ethical and other humane dimensions of clinical practice. Finally, these physicians themselves learn from their participation in the course, and may thereby become more aware of ethical problems that arise in their own practice and more skilled in the resolution of these problems.

2. Doctor-patient communication

A behavioural scientist with special training in doctor-patient communication attends many sessions to teach and to observe how effectively residents discuss difficult ethical issues with patients. There are also three sessions which deal exclusively with the behavioural aspects of clinical ethics. Residents develop their behavioural skills in managing ethically charged situations through video-taped role playing, and observing video-tapes of faculty interacting with standardised actor-patients.

These communication sessions are integral to our ethics curriculum. They illustrate both the behavioural consequences of ethical theory and the challenges of translating theory into clinical practice. Furthermore, the sessions give residents a chance to practise communicating about difficult issues.

3. Ethical issues in ambulatory (outpatient) medicine

Traditionally, medical ethics has concentrated on life and death issues which arise in the hospital care of patients. However, philosophers have recently begun to stress the important ethical issues which occur in the outpatient setting (8). To increase residents' awareness of ethical issues in ambulatory care, a philosopher has been leading case-orientated conferences in clinic on a regular basis. The cases often come from resident experiences. A more formal curriculum is being developed to ensure that residents are exposed to the common ethical issues which arise in outpatient medicine.

B. RESIDENTS' APPLICATION OF ETHICAL PRINCIPLES

The second phase of the curriculum allows residents to integrate the skills and knowledge obtained in the first two years into their clinical practice. This phase, which consists of two components, was first offered in 1986. Each resident is required to present a patient whose case raises ethical issues to fellow residents and faculty. The resident is responsible for presenting the medical and social facts, analysing the value conflicts in the case, reviewing the pertinent literature and justifying the proposed management plan.

Finally, third-year residents participate in three multidisciplinary sessions, each one involving a case in occupational health, geriatrics or adolescent health (9). The aim of these sessions is to help residents integrate their knowledge of medical ethics into common clinical situations. A case with a bibliography is distributed to the residents prior to the sessions and a faculty resource person identified. Each resident is charged with instructing the other residents about different aspects of the case (for example, the disability law in Rhode Island or issues concerning society's moral obligation to injured workers). After residents present their information, the group attempts to resolve the difficulties in the case. A multidisciplinary panel is available to guide the residents and to ask and answer questions. This experience allows residents to integrate clinical medical ethics with other disciplines in order to solve common but complex clinical problems.

Evaluation

Although evaluation is an important part of every educational programme, the goals and methods of evaluation in clinical medical ethics training are controversial (10). It is difficult to demonstrate the effectiveness of any single component of medical education in producing skilled clinicians. We do not expect our biochemistry faculty be able to prove that the ability to describe gluconeogenesis improves one's management of diabetic ketoacidosis. Similarly, programmes in medical ethics cannot be expected to demonstrate an immediate effect on resident behaviour. Evaluation of any new curriculum is extremely important for at least two reasons. First, feedback from programme participants can be an important measure of whether stated curricular goals were achieved. Second, this same feedback can be used to modify the curriculum for each subsequent year.

For evaluation of our programme, we have relied heavily on the judgements of the residents themselves, who completed detailed questionnaires about each session at the end of their ambulatory blocks. For both educational and evaluative purposes, each session, therefore, has had explicit, narrowly defined objectives that were stated and distributed in advance. Residents were asked several questions regarding the clarity of the stated objectives and the effectiveness of the individual aspects of each session (for example, readings, discussions, role-playing) in achieving those objectives. Whenever possible, residents were asked to respond by circling one number on a 1-5 scale.

Because the responses of each group of residents about a session were used to alter the structure or
content of that session for future residents, it is not strictly possible to present aggregate evaluations for most questions. Two particularly important findings from these evaluations bear emphasis. First, residents in our programme have been extremely receptive to the clinical ethics curriculum and report that this training is useful and improves their perceived ability to manage ethical problems. For example, many of the residents reported that prior to the course they often asked families of acutely ill patients ‘What do you want me to do for your mother/father?’ However, after learning about the principles of proxy consent and discussing the issue with the communication specialist and chaplain who teach how to talk with families in the intensive care units, residents changed their behaviour. They now ask families ‘What would your parent want if he or she were able to talk with us?’, believing that this question is both ethically more appropriate and emotionally less distressing. Because of its positive contribution to clinical practice, the residents felt strongly that the curriculum should be a required part of internal medicine training.

Second, residents insist that readings, case discussions, and in fact, every aspect of the curriculum should be closely tied to the practical issues of patient care. Long theoretical readings, or long discussions about moral philosophy were criticised. Although the faculty evaluations also reported satisfaction with the programme, one difficulty in teaching became apparent early in the programme. Integrating the clinical, ethical and behavioural components of each case into a single session turned out to be unwieldy and unduly labour-intensive. A practical solution has been to make the primary focus of each individual session either ethical theory and principles (including case discussions) or communication skills training (including role-playing and video-tapes).

An important measure of any ethics programme’s success is its effect on the frequency of explicit discussions of ethical issues in day-to-day clinical care. By this criterion the Rhode Island Hospital programme in clinical ethics has proved to be very successful. The curriculum legitimated the role of ethical analysis in patient care. Since the curriculum began, primary care residents have brought up ethical concerns more frequently in other clinical settings. An ongoing bi-monthly noon conference has been organised to allow residents on the inpatient service to discuss difficult cases in their clinical practices. Residents have also become involved in a variety of other projects which deal with ethical issues in clinical practice, such as serving on the hospital’s new ethics committee, assisting in the re-writing of the hospital’s policy on resuscitation, and developing research protocols to study this revised policy.

Following the initiation of the formal residency curriculum in ethics, the programme’s philosopher was awarded a grant to serve half time for nine months as the hospital’s philosopher-in-residence. This opportunity was an important addition to his formal work within the curriculum, allowing him to raise ethical issues with residents during their daily work on the wards and in intensive care units.

The Departments of Medicine and Nursing have also devoted much greater explicit attention to ethical issues during this period. In addition to sponsoring a growing number of grand rounds, other conferences and day-long symposia on ethical issues, an ethics committee has been formed within the Department of Medicine through which physicians, nurses, families, and others can obtain assistance in making difficult ethical decisions in patient care.

Discussion

In the last few years there has been increasing interest in the ethical and interpersonal dimensions of residency training (11,12). The American Board of Internal Medicine, for example, has begun to include evaluations of residents’ interpersonal and communication skills as a prerequisite for board certification (13). However, few internal medicine residency programmes require formal training in both medical ethics and communication skills. Rhode Island Hospital’s General Internal Medicine Residency Training Program has put into place a three-year curriculum to help residents deal with the ethical dimensions of clinical care. Our programme’s special emphasis on improving residents’ actual clinical practice has lead to the integration of training in both medical ethics and in communication skills.

Residents have responded enthusiastically to this effort and have reported that the curriculum has had a positive impact on their clinical practice. The programme also has increased residents’ sensitivity to ethical issues and has legitimated the inclusion of medical ethics into other aspects of residency training.

We believe that our experience can assist other residency training programmes to institute similar formal curricula in medical ethics. Such programmes, presented to physicians in their formative years, may provide the best chance of producing physicians who exemplify ‘integrity, respect and compassion’ in their care of patients (13).
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Critical or philosophical medical ethics teaching is just beginning to take off in Britain and also in other countries in Europe and the Commonwealth. Much careful experiment and mutual learning will be needed to develop successful approaches. One source of important information in this area is the United States and much could be learned both from its successes and its failures in the very extensive experience of medical ethics teaching now available across the Atlantic. This journal will welcome short submissions for its new intermittent series on the teaching of medical ethics; the intention is to provide a national and international exchange of ideas about which ways of teaching medical ethics work well – and which do not.
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